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Greetings!

Enjoy this month's newsletter! Be sure to check out our Club
Zoom travel offers and promotions.
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Machu Picchu Celebrates 100 Years of Discovery
On July 24th, Machu Picchu,
one of the New Seven Wonders,
celebrated its 100th anniversary
of rediscovery by the American
explorer Hiram Bingham.

Perhaps the greatest discovery
of the 20th Century, Machu
Picchu has become one of the
world's most popular
attractions, and with good
reason. Zoom Vacations has

brought hundreds of gay travelers to Peru, and Machu Picchu
continues to inspire and delight our travelers even more than
they imagine it will.

Plus, our tour is carefully organized to highlight exactly what
made Machu Picchu, and the Inca Civilization it cradled, so awe-
inspiring.

Zoom's tour of Machu Picchu takes place over Thanksgiving,
which allows our travelers to take advantage of time off of
work, and enjoy an incredible Thanksgiving feast in the
"breadbasket" of South America, the Sacred Valley of the Incas.

Read more about our trip to Peru

Zoom Scandinavia Announced!
December 30, 2011 to January 8, 2012

Stockholm, Helsinki, the Laplands, and St. Petersburg!

Celebrating New Years in Stockholm has a nice ring to it, and

Featured Traveler,
Grey, from
Amsterdam

We have had very few
travelers who have been to as
many destinations as Grey
has. With his witty sense of
humor, we imagine that he
has shared laughs with locals
all over the world. Grey
stepped away from his busy
travel schedule to talk with us
about his experiences as a
global traveler.

Zoom: You have traveled all
over the world. What have
been your favorite
destinations?

Grey: This question is so
tough to answer... If I had to
pick my top "cultural"
destinations, I would say Sri
Lanka, India, Bhutan, and
Togo. As far as natural
beauty, I would chose
Madagascar, Antarctica,
Namibia and Indonesia. The
diving enthusiast in me would
chose Palau, Zanzibar,
Micronesia and Egypt.

Zoom: What is your favorite
thing about traveling?

Grey: The adventure of
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that is just one of the things
that guests will experience on
our tour.

Zoom Scandinavia transports
our guests to an ethereal world,
limited only by one's
imagination. Some will instantly
think of Santa Claus, as we take
to Reindeer sledding. Others
will enter Narnia as we dog sled through snow-covered forests.
Still others will delight as some of their wildest, pampering spa
fantasies come to life. This is the birthplace of the sauna,
afterall.

This tour has not yet been announced to the public, and we
want to give our Club Zoom travelers the first chance for
booking. Since New Years is very popular, the sellout risk is
very high.

Also, those who book through tomorrow, August 10th will
receive a $100 spa credit at the hotel of their choosing

Read more about our trip to Scandinavia, only available
with this link

Recent Youtube Video Posts
During our research trips and
organized Zoom Vacations
tours, we upload short, 30
seconds or less videos from
mobile devices and post them
immediately to Youtube. So,
you can see what's happening
almost in real time! You will see
instant videos of the
destinations you're considering
visiting, and you'll see how your
favorite destinations are changing over time.

Our most recent video posts include a blooper of Zoom
Vacations founder, Joel Cabrera trying to describe Water Town
in China, and footage of dog sledding in Finland, one of the
things guests may experience on the Zoom Scandinavia trip.

check out our latest mobile video posts at
www.youtube.com/zoomvacations

Follow Zoom Vacations on Twitter
Zoom Vacations is increasing its presence on Twitter, giving
quick, relevant travel tidbits to our followers, such as the latest
trends, tips, and hotspots.

Follow Zoom Vacations on Twitter if you want to learn new
things, be introduced to people, get access to information that
you may not find on your own, participate in experiences that
you find valuable, but might not make time for unless
prompted.

exploration. Never knowing
what you will see around the
next bend when you're
discovering some place new!

Zoom: What do you consider
to be the top travel gadgets
every traveler should have?

Grey: My philosophy of travel
is to never take anything that
you would miss if it was
gone/stolen/broken/misplaced
by the airline. I also try to
travel with as little as
possible. That being said, I
love my iPad 2, and I wouldn't
go anywhere without my
camera.

Zoom: What is your favorite
thing about living in
Amsterdam?

Grey: How tolerant and
accepting the Dutch are,
especially when it comes to
gay rights. I hope one day we
get there in the rest of the
world, because the supporting
environment that they have in
Amsterdam is something I
wish for gays everywhere.

Zoom: On your trips, you've
been known to make some
really cool purchases. What
rank amongst your favorites?
Why?

Grey: My Diwali outfit that I
bought in Jaipur, India. Not
only is it a flattering outfit,
but just looking at it reminds
me of those days during the
festival of Diwali. I love the
ring I had made in Sri Lanka.
I got to visit the actual mine
where they dug out the
sapphires (my birthstone),
design the ring, and even got
to pick out the stones I
wanted. I also do buy a lot of
art and masks for my mask
collection... I think what I like
most about them is that when
I get home I can look at them
and be reminded of the
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As always, thank you for being
part of the Zoom Vacations
community!

Follow us on Twitter now.

Zooming with Joel
You ask the question, he'll
provide the answer!

Our Chief Travel Officer, Joel Cabrera,
gets a number of travel-related
questions every week. Email your
travel question to Joel

Question:

Bill from Miami writes,

"I want to go to Rio for Carnival, but I
imagine that it is really wild. Is this the case?"

Answer:

Dear Bill,

Carnaval in Rio is widely known as the greatest party on Earth,
so for many comes the association that it will be wild and out-
of-control.

I think without exception, our travelers have always
commented that Carnival is more organized, safe, and relaxed
than they thought it might be. It's also perhaps more cultural
than other large-scale parties around the world.

Don't get me wrong, Carnaval in Rio is truly a spectacular, over-
the-top celebration, and the city is very busy during this time.
However, part of the benefit of coming with Zoom Vacations is
that we help make sense of the "chaos" so that our travelers
simply lay back and enjoy the magic of Rio, without wading
through the details.

I truly think everyone should come to Carnaval in Rio in their
lifetime.

read about our next trip to Rio for Carnaval

Join us on Facebook!
Zoom Vacations on Facebook

Zoom Vacations' Facebook community is growing! Check back
often to see destination travel videos and photos. You'll also

market I bought them and the
story that goes along with
each piece.

Zoom: What was your
favorite part about your trips
with Zoom Vacations?

Grey: The camaraderie and
friendships that were formed.
Because Zoom had taken care
of every little detail from start
to finish, it was easy to just
relax and have a good time
wherever we were with a
group of like-minded
travelers.

Zoom: What are you most
looking forward to with your
upcoming Zoom Vacations
tour to Rio for Carnival and
Paraty?

Grey: Oh, I am SO excited
about the helicopter ride,
getting to see Christ the
Redeemer (it will be the last
of the new 7 wonders of the
world for me), and of course
Carnival!

Read about our next trip to
Rio for Carnival

Quick Links...
Reserve Today

Check out our awards and
press archive

Contact us

Planning a celebration in
another country? Click here to
see how we can help

Testimonials

Tours at a glance

Zoom Vacations is Winner
of the 2010 TripOut Gay
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learn a travel tip or two, and
have the opportunity to interact
with others in our Zoom
Community.

Who will you meet? Well, you
know, the kind of people who
desire meaningful vacations in
comfortable settings where you
can truly be yourself, and enjoy
incredible once-in-a-lifetime
experiences that would be
difficult, impractical or
impossible to do on your own.

Club Zoom
If you are new to Club
Zoom, here's the scoop. You
will receive discounts and
special offers on many of
your favorite hotels, retail
outlets, and services around
the country! And the best
part is, it's free! It is simply
our way of saying, "thank
you" for being a part of Zoom Vacations.

Simply click on the link below to get the codes necessary to
redeem these offers.

RETAILERS

Allen Brothers (fine steaks)
Universal Gear (men's fashions)
David Barton Gym, in NYC, Miami, and Chicago!
NYC Restaurant: Paris Commune

HOTELS

Bali: The Saint Regis
Chicago: The Amalfi Hotel
Chicago: The Homewood Suites
Chicago: The Hotel Allegro Chicago
Chicago: Avenue Hotel Chicago
Dallas: The Melrose
LA: The Grafton on Sunset
LA: The Marina del Rey Hotel
Mendocino: Stevenswood Spa Resort
NYC: The Standard Hotel
Portland, OR: The Jupiter Hotel
San Francisco: The Hotel Monaco and the Serrano
South Beach: The Raleigh

Visit our Club Zoom Page

Travel Award for Best
LGBT Tour Operator!

A proud member of

Join our mailing list!
Join

email: bryan@zoomvacations.com
phone: 773.772.ZOOM (9666)
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